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Editorial Message

D

ear readers withith great pleasure, I present to you the
30th issue of our Api-newsletter. Inside this issue, you will
come across inspiring and motivating Api-stories as well
as viable market information that will improve your general
understanding of the sector. As TUNADO, we believe that
nothing comes easy especially in the apiculture world. It takes a lot of
hard work, consultancy, sheer determination and courage to become
successful in the honey business and this api-newsletter brings just that.
We tell the story of Zurah Namunyiga, a young graduate whose pretty
new to the apiculture sector but growing very fast to understand the
honey business dynamics. This is a story you need not to miss reading
about. As you continue reading this issue, you will come across George
Mugula’s story, the proprietor of Bee House Limited. Formalization of
his business has opened a door for many opportunities among which is
the ability to sign big honey supply contracts with bigger organizations
countrywide. Under our quarterly series of Women in beekeeping, we
introduce to you part 7 with Okudeyo Nola’s story. She boasts to over
40 colonies from which she harvests an average of 10kg per hive giving
her a seasonal yield of 400kg of honey worth Ugx 2,800,000. also read
about our new project, Bee for Batwa in Kisoro and how the Batwa
people are to benefit from it. The Ugx. 6 billion (1,640,380 USD) export
hub and what it means for the apiculture sector in Uganda. I want to
assure you that this newsletter comes with a lot of mouthwatering and
well researched articles that you wouldn’t want to miss. Enjoy reading.

Note:
TUNADO welcomes articles for this newsletter from all sector
players at no cost.
For more information and contributions, please contact the
editor on info@tunadobees.org
or
bphionah@tunadobees.org
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BoD
CHAIRMAN
I

am happy to communicate to the
beekeeping fraternity in this New Year
2021. I am aware that the effects of
Covid 19 pandemic lockdown continue
to affect the beekeeping fraternity
in the country. However, I am happy
that almost all TUNADO members
continued with their business despite
the challenge. Some businesses
have even grown in the period.
More stakeholders are joining the
expanding beekeeping subsector in the
country. This is a credit to all of us. As
I have always stated, the potential for
beekeeping in Uganda is so huge that
current subsector players and those yet
to join can easily be accommodated.
The main actors in the honey value
chain are: input suppliers, beekeepers,
bulkers, processors, transporters (who
also double as traders), processors,
exporters, wholesalers, retailers and
consumers. As a result of the Covid 19
pandemic, the demand for beekeeping
products such as honey, propolis and
bee venom increased in the country.
These products have been reported to
be good supplements in treatment of
the Covid 19 patients.
All beekeepers know that as pollinators,
bees play a part in every aspect of the
ecosystem. They support the growth of
trees, flowers, and other plants, which
serve as food and shelter for creatures
large and small. Bees contribute to
complex, interconnected ecosystems
that allow a diverse number of different species to co-exist. This is therefore
to remind all stakeholders to jealously
protect and conserve the bees and their
habitats. Indiscriminate use of
agrochemicals and burning of bee
habitats should not be allowed. I
suggest that all stakeholder who would
like to introduce a new beekeeping project should embed aspects of planting
bee forage plants.
In the recent past TUNADO has

become more diverse and inclusive
in its beekeeping programs. More
women, youths, refugees and people
living with disabilities have been
actively involved in many programs. In
addition, TUNADO together with Bwindi
Mgahinga Conservation Trust (BMCT)
is implementing a beekeeping project
for the Batwa people of South Western
Uganda. The project is sponsored by the
Danish Government through the Danish
Beekeepers’ Association. Introducing
inclusivity in beekeeping enhances the
work environment by expanding
well-being and productivity, increases
equity by providing every person
an opportunity to be involved. This
helps promote a sustainable future of
beekeeping by providing opportunities
for a younger and more diverse group
of people to engage in production and
productivity.
As a result of the increase in production
and productivity of the bee products,
TUNADO has embarked on establishment
of an Export Hub. In preparation for
the Export hub, TUNADO built strong a
supply chain structures from grass root
beekeepers. Thereafter it linked these
supply chains to Rural Transformation
Centers (RTC), which are then connected
to national buyers and World of Bees, a
one stop center for all bee products in
the country. After completion, the Export

Hub will house the beekeeping national
stores, a training center, laboratory,
product development center, showroom,
museum and offices.
One of the major challenge currently
facing the agricultural sector including
the beekeeping subsector is lack of
reliable statistical data to facilitate
proper planning and drive business
and investment in the sub-sector in
Uganda. In response to this, TUNADO is
working with stakeholders and different
partners to see to it that we developing a
comprehensive database and knowledge
management system which will result in
increased business and investment in the
beekeeping sub-sector in the country.
In a particular way I would like to
sincerely thank our great partners who
have continued to support us. Sincere
thanks go Trias Uganda, Woord en Daad,
Bwindi Mgahinga Conservation Trust,
Bees for Development, the European
Union and all other partners that I have
not mentioned here. On behalf of the
Board and Management, I pledge that
we shall utilise all resources given to us
effectively and efficiently in order to build
the beekeeping industry in the country.
I wish all of you a Happy and Prosperous
New Year 2021.
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Message
from the

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

The Export Hub, A Thorough
Insight Into The Shs. 6.5
Billion Project

Dear Readers,

For the last 17 years, TUNADO has played
a pivotal role of promoting beekeeping
in Uganda and there is no doubt it has
and continues to create employment
opportunities for the youth, women,
PwDs, and refugees in the country.
Beekeeping is now more attractive
than ever before. Research highlights a
growing appreciation of bee products
and increased honey consumption at
domestic, regional and international
level. We have built strong supply chain
structures from grass root beekeepers,
linked to Rural Transformation Centers
(RTC), that are then connected to national
buyers and World of Bees, a one stop
center for all bee products in the country.
TUNADO has worked on distribution
channels with processors and packers
that are well connected to all the
supermarkets, retail shops and World
of Bees distribution stores at Kingdom
Kampala mall, Kira house, Kikubo and
Akamwesi mall, all located in the central
business district, Kampala. We have also
stepped up our online distribution through
our online shop www.worldofbees.shop.
TUNADO has created awareness that
almost all Ugandan’s that mind their
health use honey as a sweetener i.e., ‘’if
you are not using honey in beverages and
food, you are missing out on all possible
health benefits’’.
The World has moved on to health
products. The international demand
for residue free beeswax and honey is
very high. Our traditional organic way
of keeping bees is advantageous and
puts us in a good position to explore
the international market. To enter the
international market, consistent, quality
and big volumes are vital and therefore
to achieve the above, we have since
2015 started on the journey of setting up
an Export Hub, TUNADO procured land
for the export hub in 2017 and secured
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Mr. Biryomumaisho Dickson,
ED - TUNADO

approved construction plans in 2019. In
2020, we started construction. To this
effect, we identified NATO engineering as
the contractor and New Theme ltd as our
project manager.
TUNADO extends great thanks to @
TriasUganda and Woord en Daad that
have relentlessly extended financial
support towards this cause. We also thank
the TUNADO membership for the endless
contributions towards this project,
our board of directors for the strategic
direction that this project is taking. And
last but not least, our staff for working
hard towards the success of this Export
Hub. The export hub, after completion,
will house the National stores, a training
center, laboratory, product development
center, showroom, museum and offices.
The grass root structures created will
bulk quality bee products at RTCs and
RTCs will send samples to the Export
hub laboratory. once these samples have
passed the test, the products will then be
allowed in the national stores for export.
In this case World of Bees (members
social enterprise) will be elevated to act
as the export hub.
This export hub is located on plot no. 1103
block 80 at Buntaba,Dundu in Mukono
District. And the project is estimated to
cost Ugx 6.5bn. we have so far spent Ugx
2Bn. We therefore take this opportunity
to request and encourage everyone to
contribute towards this noble cause.
We are optimistic that the hub will start
operations in 2023. After completion, we
are sure that the hub will be the World’s
Center of Excellency and Reference Point.
For more information, do not hesitate
to reach us on info@tunadobees.org
or by tel +256414258070 or whatsapp
+256779299778.

... TUNADO has
created awareness that
almost all Ugandan’s
that mind their
health use honey as a
sweetener i.e., ‘’if you
are not using honey in
beverages and food,
you are missing out
on all possible health
benefits’
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Register and pay
taxes for growth

–

MUGULA.

From a fresh jobless graduate, to a
proprietor of one of the biggest apiary
companies in Uganda, George Mugula’s
entrepreneurship story is remarkable.
George owns Bee House Limited, a
company based in Najjera,Wakiso district.
He deals in honey processing and hive
products, as well as locally manufactured
and imported beekeeping and processing
equipment. Starting out, his business
journey has not been easy, but George
credits his success to many things amongst
which is his decision to Join TUNADO that
advised and encouraged him to formalize
and comply with statutory obligations.
Having completed University education
in 2003, graduating with a bachelor’s
degree in Environmental management,
George loved conservation. This drove
him to a volunteering opportunity with
Mubende Local Government when he
could not find a job. Little did he know
that this is where he would stumble upon
his liquid Gold- Honey!
“While in Mubende, George quickly
noticed that Honey was readily available,
but the producers did not have ready
market, yet in Kampala there was
huge demand for honey with little
supply”- George recalls. George saw an
opportunity he could exploit but was
advised against informal trade operations
from the beginning by TUNADO (although
he continued trading informally until
2011 where he realized that growth
was very minimal). “He incorporated a
trading company (Bee House Limited),
acquired tax identification numbers for
both the company and directors and later
opened bank account. With all these in
place, Bee House started buying honey
from Mubende and selling it in Kampala”.
“Later on, George noticed that the
beekeepers required better equipment
such as hives, which Bee House started
to make and sell to them”. Again, George
quickly noticed that processors needed
better quality processing equipment,
which were not on Ugandan market.
“Bee Houselinked up with a company
dealing in quality honey processing
equipment in UK, with an intention to
retail their products in the Ugandan
market. the director of this company
asked for documentation to prove if
my company was genuine- amongst

them, tax clearance! this was when Bee
House started to realize the importance
of formalization. Lucky enough, Bee
House had all my documentation ready
and that’s how Bee House started to
import equipment”, George narrates.
“By this time, Bee house was already
sensitized, and knew what taxes to pay
for importation of goods, how much to
pay as income tax, and when to file VAT
returns” he adds.
10 years later, after formalizing Bee house
started tapping into TUNADO network
among which were to supply organizations
such as LWF, World Vision, Concern
Worldwide, Caritas International, Swiss
Contact and ACDI/VOCA with goods and
services. Currently Bee House has added
Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry
and Fisheries (MAAIF) among clients. To
obtain these contracts, tax clearance is
crucial. This has greatly improved Bee
House business performance.
Like any other business man,
formalization and tax compliance did not
come easy for Bee House. He recalls the
many stories of how strong businesses
had collapsed due to over taxation.
“Moreover, I did not even know such
processes as filling tax returns”, George
recalls. “I hired my friend, who was an
accountant, on part-time basis to prepare
the company’s accounts and file taxes.
This arrangement continued for a few
years when Bee House had grown and
hired him on a fulltime contract.”
George’s story is shared by many TUNADO
members. According to the Executive
director, Mr. Dickson Biryomumaisho,
many members still struggle to access
the right tax information and services,
despite good information such as the
special income tax regime set for small
businesses. According to the current tax
guide for small businesses. with regards

to income tax, URA defines a small
business taxpayer as a resident taxpayer
whose annual sales from all businesses
is above ten million shillings (UGX 10M)
but not exceeding one hundred and
fifty million (UGX 150M). A taxpayer
whose annual sales exceeds 10M but is
below 50M pays taxes depending on his
location, defined in the guide as Kampala
(with tax rates ranging from UGX 200,000
to UGX 450,000 depending on sales),
Municipalities (UGX 150,000 to UGX
400,000) and Towns and trading centers
(UGX 100,000 to UGX 300,000). For
businesses with annual sales exceeding
50M but not exceeding 150M, the income
tax rate is 1.5% of gross. Businesses with
annual sales below 10,000,000 Ugx
do not pay income tax. However, this
information is not readily available to
entrepreneurs, and many do not engage
with URA officials or their website to
enable them to access such information.
Dickson confirmed that TUNADO plans to
engage with URA, just like it did with URSB
for company registration and UNBS for
produce certification, to ensure members
are well sensitized and supported to
access tax information and services,
because it is critical in professionalizing
the apiary sector. George advises
TUNADO to train the entrepreneurs first
to improve their records, which will make
it easy for them to engage with URA. He
reiterates that sensitization is key for
entrepreneur’s confidence. “If you know
your rights, you cannot be unfairly taxed,
because you will know which tax, how
much and when to pay. This is all that an
entrepreneur needs to know” he advises.
Many such stories of how members
benefited from tax compliance exists,
TUNADO will continue to share them on
various platforms to encourage members
to take the bold step towards formalizing
their businesses.
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Women in beekeeping part 7
71 Years A Beekeeper

Okudeyo Norah in her Apiary

during At 71 years, Okudeyo Norah is a
renowned beekeeper in Alio village, vura Sub
County in Arua district. Nola is known for her
passion in beekeeping, an agro-enterprise she
has ventured in since 2005. From childhood,
she always enjoyed eating comb honey but
always had fear for the honey bee, for its
aggressiveness towards people. However, her
fear for bees kept on reducing as she grew
up. She used to see her neighbors keep bees
with ease as they enjoyed their harvest of
honey. With the experience from her fellow
neighbors keeping bees, doubled with her
proximity to the women who are engaged in
honey trade, Nola’s interest in keeping bees
for honey production grew.
In 2005 when the National Agriculture
Advisory services started in their village,
Nola made a decision to try beekeeping as an
additional agro enterprise to her agricultural
farm.
She applied for hives as beekeeping inputs
under NAADS and fortunately she was given
five hives by TUNADO. At that time, she
didn’t mind how many hives she would get
because she had made up her mind to even
start with only one. Nola says that by then,
the environment was still intact and when she
sited her hives, all the five got colonized in one
week, thanks to the good apiary management
trainings that TUNADO provided. She then
started attending beekeeping trainings and
seeking advice on managing her apiary until
she got her first harvest of 56 Kg of honey
which she sold by then at 4000 earning a
total revenue of 224000 Ugx. This gave her
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motivation to add on more hives by herself
and to-date, she boasts to over 40 colonies
from which she harvests an average of 10kg
per hive giving her a seasonal yield of 400kg of
honey. This is worth Ugx.2,800,000.
Besides beekeeping, Nola established
a forage nursery of coffee, citrus fruits,
Caliandra etc. From this, she earns an extra
income after selling the seedlings. Nolas’
achievements are enormous. But the most
important is her ability to raise school fees for
her grandchildren, plastering her house and
having honey to eat at home which has kept
her healthy. At the time of the interview, Nola
said “with my age, I no longer have the energy
to dig and therefore I want to concentrate on
beekeeping which does not need too much
effort and time compared to crop farming”.
Nola plans to increase her hives to 100 by the
end of 2021 so as to double her production.

Some of Norah's hives
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Beekeeping turned out
to be my gold mine
- the success story of Zurah Namunyiga
Many University graduates leave
school with a degree in their hands and
enthusiasm for the career they want to
achieve a lot including building acquiring
cars and assets. But when they start
looking for employment in earnest,
getting that career started does not go
as planned. I graduated in 2017 with
bachelors’ in Information technology. I
had hoped to be employed with a whitecollar job because I had good results, but
after applying for dozens of jobs with no
response I was frustrated and sunk into
the darkness of inferiority. One day I
received a call from one of my friends in
Karamoja. She was inviting me to attend a
honey week exhibition at Lugogo (Imagine
I was living in Kampala but was not
aware……information is power) in which
she was showcasing her beekeeping
products. Given the sales she had made
that day, I was attracted into the honey
business. After several inquiries on how
she started her business, she referred
me to one of the exhibition organisers,
Miss Birungi Phionah the programmes
manager of TUNADO who later took me
through the process of starting a simple
beekeeping enterprise. She equally told
me how they provide free training for
the members. I later made a decision to
join the organization (TUNADO). I started
attending their trainings, seminars and
workshop where I learnt how to make
different bee products like soap, jelly
propolis, and bee venom. I started with
only 5lts of honey (worth Ugx 100,000)
as my flagship product and later added
more products like propolis, jelly, and
beeswax and bee venom.
With the skills, I had acquired from
TUNADO trainings, I used my little savings
(Ugx.300,000) to buy honey and beeswax,
and tried to make a few products that
I later on sold to my family members
and friends. They liked my products and
connected me to other customers. This
was a game changer in my life. Through
the connections, I formed a company
KYEGENZA BEE LTD. The company is
located in Nansana wakiso district with
a demonstration farm in Kyegenza where
it gets it’s name. It deals in beekeeping
and value addition to bee products. As I
speak I have made tremendous progress
in running the business through which I
have realized the following;

• Only two years of operation, was
honored by TUNADO as the best
youth beekeeping entrepreneur in the
just concluded 2020 best beekeeping
enterprise challenge
• As a young entrepreneur running a small
start-up, I have gained entrepreneurship
knowledge which has enabled me to
run the company effectively.
• My membership with TUNADO has
linked me to experienced beekeepers
and processors
• I have registered an increase in sales
due to product diversification. I no
longer rely on one product i.e. honey
but gone an extra mile to include;
propolis and jelly.
• As a young business manager, I have
received business counseling services
that have helped withstand the tough
times experienced in running a business.
• As a young woman, I now feel
economically empowered and confident
to run a company. I can now solely
discuss and negotiate business.
• Changes realized
• My company has registered some
positive changes which include;
• The company has improved its
diversification from one product that is
honey to addition of propolis and jelly.
• The company’s monthly revenue
has increased from 150,000 when I
had established it to UGX 2,500,000
currently. With profit margin worth
Ugx.800,000
• The company now employs 2 youths
• The company no longer relies only on
raw materials from its apiary but also
sources from other suppliers to avoid
product stock outs and distribution
delays.
• Future plans
• As a young venture, the company has
set out plans for future growth which
can easily be attainable;
• The company plans to increase its honey
production from 100.5 kg per month to
175.5 kg in 2021 with a stretch target of
reaching 2 MT in the next three years.
• The company projects its propolis
production to reach 7 liters per month
in 2021 from 5 liters.
• Jelly production is projected to reach 40
liters per month from 20 liters in 2021.
• In terms of the market, the company
currently has 5 bulk customers and

50 individual customers. In 2021, the
plan is to increase bulk customers
to 10 individual customers including
institutional buyers in the next three
years. The company also expects to
increase the number of individual
customers to 200 in 2021.
• The company’s apiary currently holds 90
KTB hives. There is a target of increasing
the number of hives to 200 in the next
2 years.
• The company is to develop a customer
database and create a Customer
Relationship Management system to
manage customer relationships.
• The company plans to increase the
number of suppliers to 3 from one
supplier it relied on in 2020. This is to
avoid stock outs especially during slow
months.
• The company seeks to become the best
professionally, youth and female run
enterprise in the central region.
• Advice to the youths
• The young people should look out for
opportunities with long term gains even
though they take some time instead of
targeting quick financial fixes.
• They should consider taking more risks
instead of running away from them.
• The
youth
should
establish
collaborations
with
established
entrepreneurs and learn from them.
• Get membership with established
bodies like TUNADO.
Compiled by Allon Bomujuni
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BEE 4 BATWA PROJECT,

The Messiah To beekeeping in kisoro district.

O

ut of my mother’s womb, a
beekeeper was born. beekeeping is
now stuck in my head because it’s
part of my day to day activities’’,
says Muhawe Irene, one of the female
Batwa beekeepers from Bizu, Kisoro district.
While finding our way to Irene’s home, we
drove through a narrow, meandering and
slippery route. The ‘sorry state’ condition
of the road had been caused by the rainy
weather that is a characteristic of

Kisoro District. Irene is among the
40 Batwa beneficiaries who have
been selected under the bee 4 Batwa
project, a new project that TUNADO
is implementing together with Bwindi
Mgahinga Conservation Trust. This
project is being sponsored by the
Danish Government through the
Danish beekeepers’ association with
Bees for Development Uk as advisor
of the project. It’s main objective is
to facilitate the Batwa beekeepers
with skills to turn beekeeping into
a commercial venture as well as
promoting knowledge transfer and
sharing between the Batwa who
traditionally, are beekeepers. This
is a pilot project that will run for a
period of two years with a possibility
of extending to other sub-counties in
the subsequent years to come subject
to availability /acquisition of more
funds.
A fully-fledged Project Coordinator
and Apiary Master have already been
allocated for this project to spearhead
the daily implementation as well as
performing the responsibilities of
training the Batwa in professional
beekeeping practices. The BMCT
head of field operations in Kisoro, Ms.
Claire will support the team during
the project implementation.
Basing on the excitement exhibited
by the Batwa people who turned
up for registration and screening
at Bizi and Rubuguri town councils,
we are optimistic that the project is
going to be a success. We also pray
that the landlords (abakaire) avail a
portion of their land for beekeeping
by allowing hives to be sited by the
Batwa beneficiaries in exchange for
equitable sharing of hive products
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Phares Kakuru, Programs Manager of Bwindi Mugahinga Conservation Trust (standing in
yellow T-Shirt) addressing the Batwa in Bizi

after harvest.
TUNADO takes into consideration the
conservation aspect of this project
and is in final negotiations with
Uganda Wildlife Authority (UWA) and
National Forestry Authority (NFA) to
assist the Batwa with part of their
land for beekeeping. In Summary, the
Bee 4 Batwa project is expected to
increase honey productivity among
the Batwa community and hence
MESSIAH.
Compiled by Amena Dennis,
Training & Business Advisor(TBA),
TUNADO Secretariat.
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JINJA DEAF BEEKEEPERS GROUP GET THEIR FIRST
HARVEST OUT OF THE BEE-PWD PROJECT
For about a year now, TUNADO, with
funding from the National Lottery
Community Fund, partnered with
Bees for Development to support
Persons with Disabilities in the districts
of Jinja and Gulu respectively. In Jinja
district, TUNADO identified a group
of 20 deaf beneficiaries to benefit
out of this project. 15 of these are
direct beneficiaries and 5 are indirect
beneficiaries. In Gulu, a group of 20
blind persons were identified. This
project kick-started in April 2019
and was slated to end by April 2021,
though with the challenges brought
by covid-19 pandemic, we were
unable to finish off this project as
projected. We found ourselves lagging
behind on numerous activities due to
the national lockdown. We therefore
requested for project extension and
luckily, this was granted. This project
will now end in August 2021.

go out to conduct the harvesting
exercise. This included washing of
the buckets. At around 6:30pm in
the evening, the beneficiaries got
into their bee suites ready to harvest.
We harvested some honey from 4
hives from Mr. Kasule Matthias (one
of the beneficiaries). We took them
systematically from sorting, crashing
to straining using a honey strainer so
as to get out very clean honey.

Specifically, in Jinja district (deaf
persons), our training approach
has always been supplemented by
the beekeeping posters that were
developed by the project. We realized
that we are dealing with people of
low literacy levels and with challenges
in understanding professional sign
language so we use a lot of strategies
to ensure learning goes on.

Our next trainings will still be on apiary
management. We are also looking
at a training session for packaging
and branding. How to identify good
packaging bottles that are easily
marketable and also building the
capacity of the local trainers. We have
so far identified 3 trainers under the
lead of kasule Matthias. We want to
make sure there are locally available
resources that the beneficiaries can
easily turn to incase of absence of the
project team.

While in Jinja, we conducted
numerous training sessions on pest
control, hive inspection, honey
harvesting, processing of honey
and beeswax. Under pest control,
we taught the beneficiaries how to
Identify pests, prevention of pests
and the importance of keeping the
apiary clean. As we visited their
individual apiaries, we got to know
that most of them had problems of
termites and ants in their apiaries, so
that became our main target during
our training sessions.

Unlike the normal practice where
only trainings concentrate on honey
processing leaving beeswax to waste,
we went extra to train them on how
to process beeswax. We cleaned the
combs from where we extracted
the honey and heated them under
moderate temperatures and then
strained using locally available
materials. After a few minutes, we
were able to extract our beeswax.

Compiled by Hope Agwang – disability
officer TUNADO
And Stephen Muwanguzi – Knowledge
management officer – Tunado.

Under the harvesting training session,
we emphasized the need for them
to have clean materials before they
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Available opportunities for landless youth and women to
engage in beekeeping, coffee and nut growing under the
challenge fund for youth employment.
Early this year, The Uganda national
apiculture development organization
(TUNADO) joined Woord en Daad,
Trias East Africa and World of bees
(u) ltd in a consortium, to implement
a project titled Trees x Bees (TxB)
“Creating and improving selfemployment in the apicultural sector
in Uganda”.
The project is funded by the
Netherlands ministry for foreign
affairs. In this project, the consortium
targets to reach 1500 un(der)
employed, 70% of which are women
and will run for a period of three
years (2021 – 2023), in three regions
of Uganda that is. South western,
Mid-Western and Central region.
The project seeks to: establish a selfsustainable service-structure that
will allow un(der)employed youth to
acquire decent (self-)employment in
beekeeping.
The TXB project will focus on 4 result
areas;
RI Capacitate 3 Rural Transformation
Centres (RTCs):- in ‘tree-planting’

support: RTCs are a key-actor in
TxB, acting as one-stop-shop for
(potential) beekeepers, selling tools/
equipment, buying/storing honey
and other bee-products (beeswax,
propolis) and mediating fair prices
between producers/processors. The
RTCs will be trained to add the treeplanting component in their services:
sell seedlings, support farmers in the
set-up of a tree-nursery.
R2 Sustainable inclusive service
provision: - improving access to
training, finance, information
R3
Improved
farm-farm/firm
linkages:- Unemployed youth without
land will be linked with (coffee)
farmers to place their beehives on
their land as land owners benefit
from
R4 An improved sustainable women/
youth inclusive competitive apiculture
sector: - Youth will be capacitated to
engage with governments to ensure
supportive regulations and incentives
e.g. through product certification,
tax exemption, prohibiting misuse of

agrochemicals, charcoal burning.
What project participants should
expect from the project
• Capacity building both technical
and entrepreneurship
• Credit access
• Market linkages
• Access to inputs

Api Price Watch
Average farm gate price of
common bee products (UGX) per region

Item

Central Eastern

Midwest

South
Western

West
Nile

North

North
Eastern

Processed
Honey (kg)

10000

12000

11000

17000

11000

12000

16000

Comb
honey (kg)

7000

8000

8000

13000

7000

8000

7000

Bees wax
(kg)

20,000

17,000 18,000

20,000 18,000 20,000

20,000

Propolis
(kg)

20,000

20,000 20,000

18,000 18,000 20,000

15,000

These bee product prices are as of 10th October 2018
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